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State Agencies Respond Well to Routine Public Records Requests, but
Struggle with Complex Requests and Emerging Technologies
Executive Summary
Oregon state agencies respond well to most public records requests for
routine information, but the infrequent complex requests produce
challenges. As a result, some requesters believe that agencies deliberately
discourage, delay, or block the release of public information.

The Department of Administrative Services should provide guidance and
training to help agencies develop procedures, and agencies should create
timeliness goals for responding to requests. Better monitoring, consistent
fees, use of technology, and third-party mediation could also help with the
retention and disclosure of public records and improve trust in Oregon’s
government.

Oregon’s public records law was enacted in 1973. Known primarily as a law
of disclosure, the law grants all citizens within the state of Oregon the right
to inspect all records – with some exceptions.
When the law first passed, it included 16 classes of records that could be
exempt from disclosure for a total of 55 exemptions. Changes and revisions
since that time have raised the total number of exemptions in Oregon law
to more than 400. The intent, however, remains the same: that Oregon’s
government is accessible and transparent to its people.
For our audit, we examined nine agencies of varying sizes and missions to
capture a fuller picture of public records in Oregon state agencies. The nine
agencies were:
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The Department of Human Services
The Oregon Employment Department
The Department of Environmental Quality
The Public Employees Retirement System
The Oregon Liquor Control Commission
The Oregon Department of Education
The Oregon Real Estate Agency
The Oregon State Board of Nursing
The Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision
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Agencies handle routine requests well, struggle with complex ones
We found that public records requests generally fall into one of two
categories. The first is routine requests, or common requests for
information that agencies have easy and ready access to. These requests,
which generally make up 90 percent or more of an agency’s total requests,
can be fulfilled at little to no cost and within a couple of weeks.

The other category is non-routine or complex requests. These are
voluminous in scope, ask for “any and all” information, or are otherwise
complicated for an agency to complete. These are the requests that can take
weeks or months to fulfill and often at a high cost.
In the selected files we reviewed, we found no evidence to suggest that
agencies were regularly taking an unreasonably long time, or charging
unreasonably high fees, to respond to records requests. But when agencies
struggle to respond to complex, non-routine requests, it can foster
suspicion and distrust, which in turn can undermine the credibility and
transparency of both the agency and Oregon government.
To address this distrust, some states and provinces have established a
neutral, third-party entity that helps mediate disagreements between
requesters and agencies. An ombudsman or commission can help
determine when a request is too broad or when an agency is taking an
unreasonably long time to respond. Oregon has no such mechanism. The
Attorney General’s role is limited to denials based on exemptions and fee
waivers.

Agencies retain public records longer than required
It is important that agencies properly retain and manage their public
records so they can be efficiently located and disclosed in response to a
records request. To do this, agencies must follow their retention schedules
– guidelines, created and authorized by the Archives Division, that
determine how long certain records must be kept before they are
destroyed or transferred to the State Archives for permanent retention.
But we found that agencies are keeping too many records for too long,
resulting in a large volume of information. Some employees are too
cautious about accidentally deleting or losing track of a public record, and
so have a tendency to “keep everything.”

We found that better management tools and specific training on the issue
of record retention may help state employees better manage records. This
can reduce the volume of public information statewide and assist agencies
to more efficiently respond to public records requests.

Exemptions remain an issue and may require a closer look
Exemptions – those instances in which a record may be exempt from
disclosure – make up a major portion of Oregon’s public records law.
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Agencies generally understand which exemptions most commonly apply to
the records in their care. But due to the sheer number of exemptions in the
law, including how they are worded and where in statute they are located,
staff sometimes must consult with experts or the Department of Justice.

There is a perception among some requesters that agencies inappropriately
use exemptions to block the release of public information. Most of Oregon’s
exemptions are applied at the agency’s discretion. After weighing the public
interest, these records may be disclosed even if an exemption applies. The
exception is confidential information, which is legally prohibited from
release.
These issues regarding exemptions are not new. After a national report
gave Oregon a failing grade in government transparency eight years ago,
state officials closely examined the law and accepted feedback from
requesters and public officials. Their findings, published in 2010 as the
Attorney General’s Government Transparency Report, found that “Any
meaningful overhaul of Oregon’s public records law must reorganize and
make coherent sense of the numerous exemptions.”

A bill was subsequently introduced in the 2011 legislative session to
address some of these recommendations, but it failed to pass. A task force
was recently convened by the Attorney General to examine in greater detail
the issues of exemptions in Oregon law.

Variations in responses frustrate some requesters
Requesters expect their government will be transparent and open, that fees
charged for requests will be reasonable and records will be made available
as quickly as possible. They expect agencies that fail to do so will be held
accountable.
But variation among agencies’ responses to records requests – in both fees
and timeliness – can lead to confusion and frustration among requesters
when they are not sure what kind of response to expect.

Agencies charge differing fees to provide public information. This variation
extends to both the fees for copying costs and the charge for staff time to
respond to a request. Agencies charge anywhere from $0.05 to $0.25 per
page in copying costs, and from $15 to $40 per hour for staff time.

We also found a time variation among agencies in responding to requests,
due largely to the differences between routine and non-routine requests.
First, agencies have varying internal guidelines for what it means to be
timely, if they have any internal guidelines at all. Second, timeliness
depends largely on the type of request an agency receives. We found that
routine requests were fulfilled within 14 days, while non-routine requests
could take upwards of 265 days to fulfill.
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We saw no evidence to suggest that adding a specific deadline in law would
positively affect agencies’ abilities to respond to requests in a timely
fashion. But agencies that set internal guidelines or goals to respond to
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requests hold themselves accountable to requesters while maintaining the
flexibility provided in Oregon law.

Agencies are not keeping up with changing technologies
Oregon’s public records law was updated in 2011 to extend the definition
of a public record to electronic or digital messages. Agencies have taken a
longer time to update their own policies to include emerging technologies
such as email, text, and instant messages.

More than half of the agencies we examined had policies to address email
as it relates to public records. But only one agency had specific language to
address the use of a personal or private email account in conducting the
public’s business. Only one agency had a policy to address the use of instant
messages, and no agencies had policies regarding text messages, as public
records.

A few agencies have adopted policies to address social media, which appear
to draw language from the Social Networking Media guide provided by the
Department of Administrative Services.

Technologies like those mentioned above have changed how government
and its agencies communicate with the public. Technology can also help
agencies improve transparency by being proactive and making information
available online. Several agencies have done so with commonly requested
information, which can help reduce the overall number of public records
requests.

Recommendations

Our recommendations are addressed to three groups: the Department of
Administrative Services (DAS), all state agencies, and the Oregon
Legislature.

We recommend the Department of Administrative Services create
statewide, standard rates for copying and rates for employee labor, to
resolve some of the inconsistency in public records requests fees statewide.
We also recommend they provide guidance to agencies regarding
communication technologies as they relate to public records, including
personal email, text and instant messages, and social media.
For agencies, we recommend they create policies and procedures to clearly
address communication technologies under the guidance of DAS. We also
recommend they adopt tools to help manage both record retention and
public records requests.
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For the Legislature, we recommend they consider creating a neutral thirdparty, such as an ombudsman, to mediate disputes between requesters and
agencies. We also encourage them to consider the forthcoming results from
the Attorney General’s task force for any recommended changes regarding
the public records law.
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For a complete list of our recommendations, see page 24 in this report.

Agency Response

The response from the Department of Administrative Services is attached
at the end of the report.
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Background
The origin of public records in Oregon
The passage of Oregon’s public records law
The right to inspect public records in Oregon dates back to the early 1900s,
when the Legislature first enacted the statute granting citizens the right to
inspect public records. This right was subjected to three limitations:
 The inspection of records is to be for a lawful purpose.
 Inspection is to be conducted during business hours.
 Inspection should not interfere with the regular duties of the officer who
possessed the records.

The definition of a public
record regarding disclosure:
Any writing that contains
information relating to the
conduct of the public’s
business, including but not
limited to court records,
mortgages, and deed
records, prepared, owned,
used or retained by a public
body regardless of physical
form or characteristics. ORS
192.410

But in putting the statute into practice, officials realized there were
circumstances that warranted certain limitations. This led to the
Legislature passing the 1973 Public Records Act.

The 1973 law gave citizens the right to inspect all records, with some
exceptions. Sixteen classes of records were exempted from disclosure for a
total of 55 exemptions, covering records such as accident reports, student
records, and personal information in which disclosure would result in an
invasion of privacy.

Passage of the 1973 law also gave citizens an avenue to obtain records they
believed belonged to the public. Anyone who is denied access to records
can petition the Attorney General or a district attorney for an order
requiring the public body to allow inspection.
The public records laws governing retention and disposition were
originally enacted in 1961. The 1973 law established the right of the public
to access those records.
The current public records law includes changes and additions made since
1973, but the intent of the law remains the same: that Oregon’s
government is accessible and transparent to its people.

Current laws regarding record retention, fees, timeliness, and exemptions
The current public records law includes an overview of how state agencies
should retain their records and how to respond to public records requests.
The law allows agencies to charge fees and set guidelines for turnaround
time. The law also identifies which records may be exempt from disclosure.
Agencies are required to maintain public records according to retention
schedules. Schedules are set based on the content of the record and not the
format in which it is recorded.
Report Number 2015-27
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An agency is allowed to charge fees to recoup the actual cost of making
public records available. Fees may include the cost for summarizing,
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The definition of a public
record regarding retention:
Any information that is
prepared, owned, used or
retained by a state agency or
political subdivision; relates
to an activity, transaction or
function of the state agency
or political subdivision; and
is necessary to satisfy the
fiscal, legal, administrative
or historical policies,
requirements or needs of the
state agency or political
subdivision. ORS 192.005

compiling or tailoring the public records (either in organization or format)
to meet a person’s request. Fees may also cover the cost of time spent by an
attorney in reviewing and redacting requested records or identifying
exempt and non-exempt records. Agencies also have the ability to waive or
reduce these fees.
After an agency receives a public records request, it is required to respond
“as soon as practicable and without unreasonable delay.” Agencies must
acknowledge the receipt of the request.

The law lists records that are currently exempt from disclosure. These
include, but are not limited to, trade secrets, information relating to the
appraisal of real estate prior to its acquisition, and investigatory
information compiled for criminal law purposes. Other public records
exempt from disclosure include information of a personal nature such as
medical files or employee or volunteer Social Security numbers.

Most of these exemptions are considered conditional, meaning that a public
body is free to disclose a record or information even if an exemption
applies to the record. Agencies must consider the public interest when
determining if an exempt record should be disclosed.

Other records are always considered confidential, meaning that agencies
are legally prohibited from releasing that information. For example,
agencies are prohibited from releasing a public employee’s photo I.D. badge
or card without that employee’s written consent.

Overview of the process for requesting public records
A public records request can vary in formality, from a simple telephone call
to ask for a document to a composed letter that cites the public records law.
For the purposes of this audit, we refer to public records requests as those
that were documented as such by each agency.
Anyone can request public records by submitting a written request or
contacting the agency via telephone or in person. The request usually
includes a description of the information, the type of records, subject
matter, approximate dates the records were created, names of any people
involved, and contact information for the requester.

The custodian (public body mandated to create, maintain, care for or
control a public record) has the duty to make non-exempt public records
available for inspection and copying. The custodian receives a request,
reviews it, and retrieves the records and, if they are not exempt from
disclosure, provides the records to the requester.

Generally, a request that requires payment goes through the same process.
In the cases where a fee would exceed $25, the custodian must provide a
fee estimate to the requester before the information is retrieved. The
requester pays for the fees before records are disclosed.
Report Number 2015-27
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We asked nine agencies about the public records requests they received
between January 2014 and when we contacted them in the summer of
2015. Their responses varied, from one agency receiving approximately 49
requests in that timeframe to another receiving more than 10,000. Some
agency staff reported the number of requests for public records has
increased in recent years.

Our audit objective was to examine state agency retention and disclosure
practices concerning public records and the consistency among agencies in
complying with Oregon’s public records law. We focused on nine selected
agencies of varying sizes and missions.
The nine agencies were:
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Audit Results
Oregon state agencies are successfully complying with the public records
law in responding to routine requests for information. These requests are
common and can be fulfilled within a few days at little or no cost.

But agencies struggle to respond to the non-routine requests, which are
complex or voluminous in scope. These requests can take weeks or months
to fulfill, sometimes at a cost of hundreds of dollars.
We found that poor record retention management may contribute to
challenges in responding to records requests. We found that agencies are
keeping records for longer than the retention schedules require, resulting
in a high volume of public records that are difficult to efficiently manage.

Oregon has also failed to keep up with emerging technologies, such as text
and instant messages. Some agencies do not have policies in place to
address these technologies, nor do they have policies to govern the use of
private email accounts or devices when they are used for the public’s
business.

We identified a number of steps Oregon government and state agencies can
take to approach public records requests with greater accountability and
greater consistency.

How well agencies respond to requests depends on
how routine or complex the request is

Majority of requests are routine, easy to fulfill
When it comes to the vast majority of public records requests, agencies we
reviewed were successful in complying with the public records law.

The majority of the records requests agencies receive are routine. They are
simple, common and narrow in scope, often asking for one or two
documents. For example, more than half of the public records requests the
Public Employees Retirement System receives are from members asking to
see their own pension records.
The Department of Human Services considers 98 percent of its total
requests to be routine. At both the Oregon State Board of Nursing and the
Oregon Real Estate Agency, almost all of the total requests received are
considered routine.
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Our file reviews showed these routine requests did not usually invoke
exemptions, if at all. They were often for records the agency had ready and
easy access to. Agencies were generally able to provide these records for
little or no cost and within a couple of weeks, falling well within the scope
of the public records law’s “as soon as practicable and without
unreasonable delay” provision.
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The remaining small percent of non-routine requests are challenging for
agencies to fulfill, leading to a perception that agencies deliberately use
methods such as high fees and lengthy delays to avoid releasing records.

Non-routine, complex requests take longer, cost more
Non-routine requests are those that are unusually complicated, voluminous
or otherwise beyond the scope of what agencies typically see in a public
records request. These requests are frequently for large amounts of
information or for records spanning a lengthy period of time.

Our file reviews showed that many times, these requests begin with the
phrase “any and all.” They can include any and all documentation related to
a particular person or entity; often, the request is for any and all
correspondence related to a particular subject, including letters, memos,
and emails.
One such request was made of the Department of Human Services in April
2014, asking for an entire file related to the licensing of a nursing facility.
The request included evidence of any contested case involving the licensee,
transcriptions, audio records and any and all correspondence. It took the
agency 118 days – nearly four months – to fulfill this request, which
included removing exempted material, at a charge of $742 (down from the
initial estimate of about $1,000).

A request may also be complex if it is unique to an agency. The Oregon
Employment Department recently received a public records request that
included electronic correspondence – specifically, text messages. Staff told
us it was the first instance such a request had ever been made of the
agency.
Requests for information that may be exempt from disclosure can also be
challenging for an agency. Agency staff will sometimes consult with
attorneys to ensure such exemptions are properly applied; attorneys may
need to review documents for sensitive information prior to their release.
This extra attention can translate into longer wait times, higher fees for
more staff time, or additional attorney fees.

Because of the factors mentioned above, there is a perception among some
requesters that agencies could game the system. From their perspective,
silence from an agency may be suspicious. Requests for records that
contain sensitive information may take weeks to be released, leaving
requesters questioning the reason for the delay.

For this reason, the Attorney General has recommended that agencies keep
open lines of communication with the requester:
“Upon receiving a records request, review the request to see if it is
ambiguous, overly broad or misdirected. If so, contact the requester
for clarification … A brief conversation with a requester can save
considerable time and expense in responding to records requests.”

Report Number 2015-27
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Journalists we spoke to cited both delays and high costs as frequent tools
they believe are used to block records requests. One journalist told us that
when he sees a high cost in response to a request, it makes him wonder
what the agency is hiding. Another said he was convinced agencies
deliberately delayed releasing records for their own benefit, fully aware of
the strict deadlines under which the media operate.

In our review of selected public records requests, we found no evidence to
suggest that agencies were employing these tactics. But when agencies
struggle to respond to complex, non-routine requests, it can foster
suspicion and distrust, which in turn can undermine the credibility and
transparency of both the agency and Oregon government.

Role of Attorney General is limited in mediating timeliness, fees
Requesters are limited in how to proceed if they are dissatisfied with an
agency’s response to a public records request.

In some instances, Oregon’s Attorney General may be petitioned to order
an agency to release public records. Beyond the Attorney General,
requesters may also choose to sue in court. However, the Attorney
General’s role extends only as far as denials of public records requests or
denials of fee waivers or reductions. Requesters who feel that an agency is
violating the “unreasonable delay” provision of Oregon law, or who feel
that an agency is charging prohibitively high fees, have no such avenue.

Several other jurisdictions have neutral, third-party entities that mediate
such disagreements between agencies and requesters. Connecticut has a
Freedom of Information Commission, which is a quasi-judicial commission
of nine members and 15 supporting staff, who respond to complaints about
public records. Complaints are resolved through the commission’s hearing
process.
In Washington, the Open Government Ombudsman assists both citizens
and public agencies to comply with the state Public Disclosure Act. The
ombudsman is a single individual appointed by the Attorney General.

British Columbia has an Information and Privacy Commissioner, who has
the power to investigate and mediate disputes over privacy and access to
information. The commissioner, with the assistance of an external sixmember advisory board, provides independent oversight and enforcement
of the province’s freedom of information laws.
Oregon currently has no such mechanism to help mediate disputes
between requesters and agencies over high fees or lengthy disclosure
timelines.

Agencies retain public records longer than required

Report Number 2015-27
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Chapter 192 of Oregon law – more commonly known as the public records
law – begins with the subject of retention. “The records of the state and its
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political subdivisions are so interrelated and interdependent,” legislators
wrote, “that the decision as to what records are retained or destroyed is a
matter of statewide public policy.”

Those political subdivisions, defined in the law as “a city, county, district or
any other municipal or public corporation in this state,” include state
agencies.
The state and its political subdivisions, the law continues, have a
responsibility to “insure orderly retention and destruction of all public
records … and to insure the preservation of public records of value for
administrative, legal and research purposes.”

But the challenges of manually managing electronic records, along with a
tendency to be too cautious, has led Oregon agencies to retain records for
longer than necessary, resulting in too many records that complicate
agency efforts to efficiently manage the public information with which they
have been entrusted.

Agencies must adhere to their retention schedules
Record retention schedules specify both the minimum and maximum
length of time that a public record must be kept to satisfy the
administrative, legal, fiscal and historical requirements of that record.
To that end, state agencies must also manage their record retention
processes, by doing the following:

 Ensure a reasonable level of protection for records.
 Comply with any applicable laws and policies.
 Maintain records in a manner that ensures timely, efficient and accurate
retrieval of needed information.
 Provide secure and appropriate disposition or destruction for records
that are no longer required to be kept.

This is achieved, in part, through the agency’s retention schedule – a
document that indicates how long specific records must be kept. Retention
schedules further specify what must happen to records at the end of that
period, including destruction or transfer to the State Archives.
Each agency has a retention schedule created and approved by the Oregon
State Archives. This schedule is the agency’s legal authorization to destroy
public records.

There is a general retention schedule that applies to records common to all
state agencies, plus agency-specific retention schedules that include
records unique to that agency. For example, at the Department of
Environmental Quality, air quality special projects records must be
retained for 10 years and then be destroyed.
Report Number 2015-27
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Agencies struggle with the volume of records
As important as retention schedules are, agency staff are not always
following them. Instead, many employees are keeping far more records
than necessary, complicating record management efforts.

In interviews, some employees told us they have a tendency to “hold on to
everything,” instead of destroying records that reach their disposition date.
In some instances, employees create duplicate copies of records by printing
off electronic records and keeping both, expressing distrust with electronic
storage systems.

Agency staff may worry about losing track of a public record or accidentally
destroying it too soon – actions that may have consequences. They may feel
it is safer to simply hold on to everything.
But it is equally important that agencies adhere to their retention
schedules, which includes destroying records at the appropriate date.
Without the appropriate destruction of records, agencies accumulate more
information they must manage, leading to this issue of volume.

Records retention is especially important in that it precedes records
disclosure. After all, agencies cannot respond to a public records request
and disclose records they do not have.

But they also cannot disclose records they cannot find. These large
amounts of information are challenging for agencies to manage efficiently,
particularly when trying to find among them a single record in response to
a records request – like a needle in a haystack.

In fact, officials at both of the agencies with key public records
responsibilities – the Oregon State Archives and the Department of Justice –
said this tendency to stockpile records is one of Oregon’s biggest issues in
public records management.

Training, technology can streamline management efforts
Training is important for an organization’s development and success – both
for new employees and as a refresher for existing employees.

Agencies reported staff understood the significance of record retention.
Each agency had staff dedicated to the task of managing public records.
More than half of these employees had undergone training specific to
public record retention, whether it was provided internally or by the
Oregon State Archives.

However, as all state employees create public records in the course of their
duties, the obligation for proper record retention lies with each state
employee, not just a select few. We found that training on record retention
is not consistently given to all agency staff. As a result, agencies risk
noncompliance with retention schedules or internal policies and
procedures.

Report Number 2015-27
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Technology can be immensely beneficial to agencies as they manage
increasing amounts of public information. Digital storage can be easier and
more cost-efficient for an agency than keeping piles of boxes containing
thousands of papers. Computers can search more quickly for a single
document than a person can. And some software programs can
automatically destroy digital information or remind the user to do so when
the retention period has expired. As more records are being created
digitally, digital-only storage and retention solutions are necessary.

One such program is HP Records Management, or HPRM, a records
management program from Hewlett-Packard. The HPRM applies automatic
retention and disposition control to all records and indexes the content of
those records for searching, which can be helpful for responding to public
records requests.

According to the Oregon State Archivist, several agencies in Oregon already
use HPRM, formerly known as TRIM, or will be adopting it shortly,
including the Department of Administrative Services and the Department
of Environmental Quality. By purchasing the program in conjunction with
other state agencies, such as the Secretary of State, the cost to each agency
is approximately $37 per user per month.
Other agencies use other records management programs. For example, the
Public Employees Retirement System uses IBM FileNet instead of HPRM to
manage its records, including member and employer files.
However, agencies have differing needs for record management. A large
agency that is responsible for a large volume of confidential and private
information will have more records to manage than a smaller agency with
fewer records. Some technologies can be expensive and unwieldy, or
unable to securely store records with confidential information. Therefore,
agencies should proceed with care when selecting and implementing
record management programs.

In addition to helping agencies manage record retention, technology can be
beneficial to agencies in tracking the public records requests they receive
and how they respond to those requests.

Under a general retention schedule that applies to all state agencies,
agencies are required to retain for five years any requests for disclosure of
public records. They are also required to retain agency responses, including
approvals, denials, Attorney General Orders, and any correspondence.

Many agencies we reviewed maintain a log to help keep track of these
requests and their associated documentation. These logs vary in their
appearance and level of complexity, from team collaboration software tools
to simple spreadsheets. These logs can be useful in helping agencies keep
track not only of how timely they were in responding to a request, but also
of any documentation and correspondence associated with a request.
Report Number 2015-27
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Not all agencies maintain a log; others have a log, but don’t maintain it
consistently. Some logs we saw were more thorough and detailed than
others. And agencies that log requests differently within separate divisions
are not consistently logging requests agency-wide.

Exemptions remain an issue and may require a closer
look

A significant portion of Oregon’s public records law is devoted to
exemptions – meaning those instances in which a public record may be
exempt from disclosure due to the sensitive or private nature of
information it contains.

When the public records law was first enacted, it included only 55
exemptions. But over the years, the Legislature has gradually added more
exemptions to this list. Today, Oregon’s law contains more than 400
exemptions, scattered throughout various chapters and sections.
Compared to the federal public records law – the Freedom of Information
Act, or FOIA – and some other states, this number appears high. The FOIA
contains nine exemptions, while other states we examined had anywhere
from approximately 18 to 175 exemptions built into their laws.

Generally, agency staff told us they had a clear understanding of which
exemptions applied to most of their records. We found that most records, if
they were subject to an exemption, fell under one of just a few common
categories. For example, multiple agencies we visited said they had some
records subject to attorney-client confidentiality.
However, due to the vast number of exemptions in the law – including how
they are worded and where they are located – agency staff said they would
sometimes consult with internal experts or with the Department of Justice
to seek guidance on applying exemptions.

This process can delay the timeliness with which an agency responds to a
public records request; it can also increase the cost both to an agency and
to a requester. The more confusing the exemption, the greater the risk is
that a request will both take longer to fulfill and cost more.
There is a perception among some journalists that agencies already use
delays and high fees to limit access to public records. In addition to the
effect exemptions can have on these factors, there is also a perception
among some requesters that agencies improperly use exemptions
themselves to decline a request for a public record.

This perception may stem from the discretionary nature of most of
Oregon’s exemptions. As noted earlier, many records can be disclosed at an
agency’s discretion even if an exemption applies to that record.
Report Number 2015-27
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disclosure, with a presumption toward disclosure – meaning the right of
the public to know what its government is doing on the job. The exception
is confidential information, which is legally prohibited from release.

However, it is not clear that agencies are weighing these competing
interests in determining whether or not to release a public record. In
interviews with agency staff, very few discussed weighing the public
interest. According to one Department of Justice official, some agencies may
misunderstand this conditional aspect of some of the law’s exemptions.
These difficulties surrounding the exemptions in Oregon’s public records
law are not new. In 2007, a national report that gave Oregon a failing grade
in terms of its government transparency spurred officials to take a closer
look at the law. Their findings, published in October 2010 as the Attorney
General’s Government Transparency Report, encouraged the Legislature to
make appropriate changes regarding timeliness, fees, and exemptions:
“The steady growth of exemptions is perhaps the most vexing
problem with the public records law. Not only are there too many
exemptions but they are haphazardly scattered throughout state law
and thus difficult to find. Seemingly similar types of information may
be subject to different rules depending on the particular language
adopted by the legislature in a particular case. Any meaningful
overhaul of Oregon’s public records law must reorganize and make
coherent sense of the numerous exemptions. Some exemptions
should be eliminated altogether.”

A bill was subsequently introduced during the 2011 legislative session to
address some of these recommendations, but it failed to pass. An earlier bill
introduced in 1993 that would have addressed exemptions also failed to
pass. It appears that these issues regarding exemptions, outlined years ago,
remain issues to this day.

We did not attempt to determine whether or not agencies are properly
applying exemptions, due in part to the efforts of a task force that the
Attorney General recently convened. Therefore, we did not draw any
conclusions or make recommendations regarding exemptions. The
Attorney General’s Public Records Law Reform Task Force plans to
examine the issue of exemptions in Oregon law in more detail.

Variations in responses frustrate some requesters

At each of the agencies we reviewed, staff expressed their appreciation for
the flexibility built into Oregon’s public records law. It allows them to
balance the task of responding to records requests with their regular duties
to serve the public. Agencies are able to set policies and procedures that are
tailor-made for their individual missions and goals.
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However, this flexibility has led to inconsistencies in how agencies are
responding to public records requests. Requesters have an expectation that
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state government will be accountable to the public, and that public
information will be made available within a reasonable time and for a
reasonable fee. When requesters are not sure what kind of response to
expect from an agency, it can lead to confusion and frustration.

A one-size-fits-all solution regarding cost or timeliness is problematic,
given the broad array of services within state and local governments. Prior
efforts by the Legislature to apply such a solution have been met with
resistance from local governments and smaller public bodies with limited
resources.
However, agencies can take certain steps to bring more consistency to the
process of disclosing public information.

Fees charged for material costs and staff time vary widely
Under Oregon law, agencies are allowed to establish fees reasonably
calculated to reimburse the agency for the actual cost of making public
records available. These fees can cover both the costs of any paper or
materials to provide copies of a record, as well as the staff time taken to
locate, compile, and provide the records.

Agencies are also required to establish fee schedules, which specify upfront
the amounts and manner of calculating fees in responding to requests for
public records.
The size and type of a records request will impact the fee an agency may
charge to produce it. But we found that even the manner of calculating fees
for such things as materials and staff time varies widely among agencies.
For instance, some agencies are charging $0.25 per page for copies, while
other agencies are charging only $0.05 per page.

Furthermore, some agencies provide a limited number of copies, upfront,
free of charge. For example, the Department of Human Services and the
Oregon Employment Department provide the first 10 pages free of charge,
and then at a cost of $0.25 for each page beyond that.

When agencies do not consistently offer these initial free copies, it can lead
to confusing variations in the cost for providing public records. It may
appear that agencies are arbitrarily charging or waiving fees.

But the greatest variation in costs was how much agencies are charging for
staff time. Much like the cost for materials, charges for staff time vary
widely – anywhere from $15 to $40 per hour. Some agencies charge for the
first 15 or 30 minutes of work. At other agencies, staff time is charged at
the individual employee’s hourly rate.
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These variations have resulted in frustration and confusion for both agency
staff and requesters. The fees paid by a requester do not always cover the
cost of an employee’s time in searching for and compiling a record. Flat
rates such as $28 per hour for labor, for instance, do not take into account
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the variety in salaries among staff who are responding to records requests.
In some instances, agency staff expressed confusion over determining
when it is or is not appropriate to charge a requester for public
information.

Meanwhile, requesters may see widely different costs for similar requests
made of different agencies without understanding why. Journalists told us
that the fees agencies set seem arbitrary. Several journalists we spoke to
said that high fees had, at least once, stopped them from moving forward
with a public records request.

Response times for disclosing records vary by agency
Oregon’s public records law is vague in regards to timeliness. Rather than
setting a deadline for agencies to respond to a public records request, the
law states only that agencies “shall respond as soon as practicable and
without unreasonable delay.”

The Oregon Attorney General offers more specific guidelines to ensure that
public records are being released in a timely fashion:
“In the usual case, we think that it should be possible to make
requested records available within ten working days. We recognize
that in some cases more time – even significantly more time – may be
required.”

We found these ‘usual case’ requests – routine requests – were indeed
made available within a couple of weeks. It was the infrequent complex or
non-routine requests that required more time.

The flexibility in the law allows agencies to set their own goals and
guidelines regarding timeliness – as some agencies have. These deadlines
vary, but some of the agencies we examined have adopted the Attorney
General’s recommendation. For example, the Oregon Employment
Department, the Oregon Liquor Control Commission, and the Board of
Parole and Post-Prison Supervision all have policies or goals to respond to
public records requests within 10 days.

Although Oregon’s flexible timeliness provision is not unique, many other
states have set stricter requirements within their laws. In Washington and
Illinois, for instance, agencies must respond to requests within five
business days.

However, we found no evidence, in Oregon or other states, to suggest that
implementing a deadline in law would speed up an agency’s response. This
is due largely to the differences between routine and non-routine requests.
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Generally, agencies are already able to comply with routine requests within
the Attorney General’s recommended timeframe. Based on interviews,
available agency turnaround time calculation, and our own analysis of an
agency’s public records log, we found that agencies generally completed
routine requests within 14 days.
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It is the non-routine or complex requests that take significantly longer.
During our file reviews, we found instances where these requests can take
as few as 14 days or upwards of 265 days to fulfill.

To determine this information, we asked each agency to provide us a log or
tracking document for each request received between January 2014, and
when we contacted them in the summer of 2015.

Most agencies were able to provide us with a log. Two agencies tracked
requests individually by section or division and not agency-wide. Two
agencies had only recently begun keeping a log of the requests received;
those logs, therefore, did not date back to 2014. One agency did not log its
public records requests at all.

Only two agencies maintained or tracked in their logs enough data to allow
us to calculate timeliness in how the agency responded to all public records
requests: the Public Employees Retirement System and the Department of
Environmental Quality.
At the latter, employees regularly compile reports on the agency’s
timeliness. According to a recent staff report, more than 60 percent of
public records requests received from 2014 to the second quarter of 2015
were completed within seven days. These reports are useful management
tools for determining whether the agency is responding to requests in a
timely fashion and seeing where improvements may be needed.

For most agencies, we were unable to determine timeliness due to
insufficient data included in the logs. For example, several agencies did not
include any dates in their logs – such as a date when a request was received
or a date when the request was fulfilled. Other agencies said they did not
regularly log every single request that they received.
We also reviewed a selection of agencies’ files that related to public records
requests. These files generally included the initial request, any
correspondence the agency had with the requester, dates the request was
received, invoices showing fees charged and paid, and information about
what was requested.

To select files for these reviews, we asked agencies to identify requests that
took a long time to fulfill or resulted in a fee. We also reviewed a file that
we selected at random, in addition to the agency’s most recently completed
request. The file reviews provided us with a glimpse into the requests
agencies receive and how they responded.

Journalists told us they believe there is a problem with agencies taking too
long to release public records. They believe that, without specific deadlines,
agencies are not holding themselves accountable for responding to
requests in a timely fashion.
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When agencies adopt their own policies to govern the timeliness for
disclosing a public record, they offer requesters a standard to which they
can be held accountable. But it also provides agencies with the same
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flexibility to handle complex or voluminous requests that is currently built
into Oregon’s public records law.
However, agencies should better monitor their own timeliness in
responding to public records requests to ensure compliance with internal
guidelines, hold themselves accountable to requesters, and identify areas
for improvement.

Agencies are struggling to keep up with changing
expectations and technologies

Since the initial passage of Oregon’s public records law, the Legislature
over the years has made several changes to update the language or add
more exemptions.

One such change, made in 2011, modified the definition of a public record
to include digital or electronic records.
But while the law has been updated, agency policy hasn’t necessarily
followed. When it comes to addressing the use of email, text or instant
messages and social media as public records, Oregon agencies have
struggled to keep up.

Agencies’ policies on email do not address private accounts, devices
Email is now widely accepted as a public record when state agencies use it
to conduct the public’s business.
More than half of the agencies we examined have already adopted specific
policies governing the retention and use of email as a public record to
ensure compliance with the law.

But not all agencies have these policies, or they may be unclear. This lack of
clarity may put an agency at risk of failing to retain some public
information, or failing to disclose it in response to a public records request.
Written policies can help prevent confusion and potential legal problems.
Policies and procedures within an agency can establish a high degree of
understanding, cooperation, and efficiency among employees.

Additionally, the distinction between public and private information in
emails and on private devices such as laptops, smartphones, and tablets, is
not always clear. Agencies and their employees face increasing confusion
over when an email is or is not a public record – and how to treat it
accordingly.
The new Governor recently adopted an email policy that clears up some of
this confusion:
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“When the Office of the Governor receives a public records request or
valid subpoena, all official e-mail accounts and systems used for
official Office business are subject to search and production.”
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“To the extent that Office employees use personal e-mail addresses to
communicate about official matters (that is, to the extent public
records are associated with such addresses), those e-mails are
similarly subject to search and production. Office employees are
therefore strongly encouraged to engage in communications
regarding official business only on their official e-mail accounts. If
private accounts must be used, it is Office policy that employees copy
their official e-mail accounts on all such outgoing communications,
and forward any received messages on which their official e-mail
accounts are not copied.”

Of the agencies we examined, which did not include the Governor’s Office,
we found only one had adopted policies to specifically address the use of
private email in conducting the public’s business.

Agencies are slower to address text, instant messages
Beyond email, public employees may be increasingly using other
technologies to communicate – namely, text and instant messages. Similar
to email, these communications fall under the scope of public records law
when they are used in conducting the public’s business, and would require
disclosure in response to a public records request.
The Governor’s Office mitigates this risk by specifically addressing both
text and instant messages in its policy:

“Office of the Governor employees may use text messaging to
communicate factual and logistical information: (a) that is not a
substantive part of the Office’s work, or (b) that has been
documented, or necessarily will be documented, in separate public
records. In the absence of separate documentation, Office employees
are not to use text messages for official purposes other than for
routine communications that do not meet the definition of a “public
record.” This Policy applies equally to an employee’s “official” mobile
phone or computer and to an employee’s “personal” mobile phone or
computer.”

We found that none of the agencies we examined had adopted clear policies
to specifically address the use and retention of text messages as public
records, and only the Department of Human Services (DHS) had a policy to
clearly address instant messages.
Some agencies have policies in place, such as DHS, that refer to “other
forms of electronic communications” as public records and may be
interpreted to include text messages. However, this policy could be refined
to include explicit guidance on the use and retention of text messages as
public record.
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Additionally, some agencies, such as the Public Employees Retirement
System, told us they are in the process of trying some of these
communications, like instant messaging. Should the agency choose to adopt
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this form of communication, policies governing its use are anticipated to
follow.

Social media creates a public record gray area
The proliferation of social media is also transforming the way state and
local governments communicate with the public. Some Oregon agencies are
creating Twitter accounts, and even publishing videos to YouTube.
As with any other writing that pertains to the public’s business, these social
media postings are included in the umbrella of public records – even if they
consist only of 140 characters, as with Twitter.
Only a few agencies have established policies and procedures around social
media, to ensure their use aligns with the requirements of the public
records law.
Several of these policies appear to draw language from the Social
Networking Media guide published by the Oregon Department of
Administrative Services, which offers best practices on the use and
retention of social media.

The policy also identifies a potential risk associated with a public body’s
use of social media. For instance, posts made to Twitter under an agency’s
account may not belong to the agency, but to Twitter. However, under
Oregon’s public records law, the agency still maintains responsibility for
the information’s retention.

According to the Oregon State Archivist, this is one portion of the law that
has failed to keep up with emerging technologies. She noted that it is
considered a best practice for agencies to post only duplicate information,
so that they can maintain ownership of the original and compliance with
the law.

Conflicting expectations of transparency and privacy
Emerging technologies have also impacted two conflicting interests: an
increased expectation of transparency in our government, as well as an
increased expectation of privacy for the individuals it serves.

Requesters who ask for any and all correspondence expect an abundance of
information shedding light on conversations and decision-making that goes
into the public business. But those records must also be carefully vetted to
protect sensitive and confidential information – such as Social Security
numbers or attorney-client communications. Disclosure of such
confidential information has serious implications, even if it is done for the
sake of transparency.
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One way agencies can improve transparency is to use technology to be
proactive, rather than reactive – that is, simply make public information
available upfront, rather than waiting for the public to ask for it. This is the
motivation behind Oregon’s Open Data Portal, located at data.oregon.gov.
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Several agencies have taken similar action. For example, the Oregon State
Board of Nursing posts several types of public information online, including
disciplinary actions against licensees. The Oregon Liquor Control
Commission posts information about licensed businesses and new license
applications it receives.

This kind of proactive accountability is beneficial both for agencies and for
requesters. Requesters are able to quickly and easily locate information,
eliminating the need for certain public records requests. Agencies, in turn,
receive fewer requests and are able to devote more time and resources to
unique requests or their other duties.
It does, however, come with its own risks. The Employment Department,
for example, told us it has considered putting some information online –
but certain information, due to confidentiality, simply cannot be posted.
Agencies must be careful about the records they post online to avoid
accidentally sharing sensitive or confidential information.
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Recommendations
To bring more consistency to agency responses to public records requests,
the Department of Administrative Services should provide statewide
guidance and training on:

 procedures for handling non-routine and complex public records
requests, including communicating with requesters regarding fees and
timelines;
 procedures for the use and retention of electronic communication,
including text and instant messaging as they relate to public records law;
and
 procedures for the use of personal devices and personal email accounts,
as they relate to public records law.
To address the variation in fees charged by state agencies, the Department
of Administrative Services should also consider:

 creating rates to charge for the cost of copies of public records; and
 identifying rates to charge for labor for state employees working on
public records requests.

To improve responses to public records requests, state agencies should
create policies and procedures based on the guidance to be provided by the
Department of Administrative Services, and:
 implement a record management program or process that fits the needs
of each agency (e.g. HPRM or another system);
 create goals for turnaround time that fit agencies’ processes based on
past experiences with responding to requests;
 create and keep a tracking mechanism, such as a log, to measure
adherence to turnaround time goals and to track documentation related
to each request; and
 identify frequently requested information and consider proactively
making the information available (e.g., posting more information on
agency website or the Oregon Transparency Website).

To address concerns regarding high fees and long turnaround times for
public records requests, the Oregon Legislature should:

 consider creating a third party, such as an ombudsman, to review
disputes over non-routine requests; and
 take into consideration the results of the Attorney General’s task force for
any recommended changes to the public records law.
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Objectives, Scope and Methodology
Our audit objective was to examine state agency retention and disclosure
practices concerning public records and the consistency among agencies in
complying with Oregon’s public records law. We focused our reviews on
nine selected agencies of varying sizes and missions.
The nine agencies were:










The Department of Human Services
The Oregon Employment Department
The Department of Environmental Quality
The Public Employees Retirement System
The Oregon Liquor Control Commission
The Oregon Department of Education
The Oregon Real Estate Agency
The Oregon State Board of Nursing
The Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision

We also focused on public records requests received from January 2014 to
when we contacted the agencies in the summer of 2015. Our audit work did
not include reviews of local government agencies.
To address our audit objective, we reviewed Oregon’s public records law
and Administrative Rules, agencies’ policies and procedures for record
retention and disclosure, and researched other states’ public records laws
for disclosing public records.

We interviewed at least one employee from each selected agency who was
knowledgeable about the agency’s retention and disclosure processes. We
also interviewed several public records requesters who are members of the
media to gain an understanding of their experiences with the records
request process.

We also conferred with the Oregon State Archives, which is a division of the
Secretary of State’s Office.

We obtained public records logs from the agencies and analyzed the logs for
timeliness, frequency of requests and the types of information requested.
We judgmentally selected a number of public records requests from the
logs for file reviews. We reviewed files for consistency in complying with
agencies’ policies and public records laws.
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We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objective. We believe that the evidence obtained and reported
provides a reasonable basis to achieve our audit objective.
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Auditors from our office, who were not involved with the audit, reviewed
our report for accuracy, checking facts and conclusions against our
supporting evidence.
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Department of Administrative Services
Kate Brown, Governor

Office of the Chief Operating Officer
155 Cottage Street NE, U20
Salem, OR 97301
PHONE: 503-378-3104
FAX: 503-373-7643

November 13, 2015

Gary Blackmer, Director
Audits Division
Office of the Secretary of State
255 Capitol Street NE, Suite 500
Salem, OR 97310
RE: Audit Report, State Agencies Respond Well to Routine Public Records Requests, but Struggle
with Complex Requests and Emerging Technologies
Dear Mr. Blackmer:
Thank you for providing the Department of Administrative Services (DAS) with the audit
report noted above. This audit, originally requested by Governor Brown, is very important, and
DAS and state agencies are ready to implement the recommendations. The report identified areas
where improvement is necessary to better and more consistently respond to non-routine and
complex public records requests. We appreciate the work of the Oregon Audits Division staff and
agree with the recommendations set forth.
Below you will find DAS’ response to the specific audit recommendations. Management
generally agrees with the recommendations. While DAS was not one of the agencies surveyed in
the audit, we understand we are being asked to respond because of our responsibility to provide
general oversight to state agencies. In anticipation of the release of this report, DAS has already
begun discussion with state agency leaders at the Enterprise Leadership Team about the need for
standardization of public records policies and processes that still meet individual agency business
needs.
Audits Division recommendation:
To bring more consistency to agency responses to public records requests, the
Department of Administrative Services should provide statewide guidance and
training on: procedures for handling non-routine and complex public records requests,
including communicating with requesters regarding fees and timelines; procedures for
the use and retention of electronic communication, including text and instant messaging
as they relate to public records law; and procedures for the use of personal devices and
personal email accounts, as they relate to public records law.
DAS’ Response:
Management generally agrees with the recommendations. Development of statewide
policy regarding text messages and social media is already underway in anticipation of needs
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identified by a new communications contract. DAS will work with the State Archivist to create a
menu of options to meet retention and disposition requirements that can be adopted based on
business needs.
In addition, the Department will provide clear guidance to state agencies to help ensure
accuracy and consistency in response to public records requests. DAS will convene agency public
information officers (PIOs) to identify best practices and develop recommended policy and
procedure guidance to help agencies resolve barriers to effective response to non-routine and
complex public records requests. DAS will engage and coordinate with state agency leadership in
finalizing that policy guidance.
Audits Division recommendation:
To address the variation in fees charged by state agencies, the Department of
Administrative Services should also consider: creating rates to charge for the cost of
copies of public records; and identifying rates to charge for labor for state employees
working on public records requests.
DAS' Response:
Management generally agrees with the recommendation. As mentioned above, DAS and
the Enterprise Leadership Team are ready and willing to see standardization that still
accommodates agency business requirements. DAS will convene agency PIOs and business
managers to identify best practices and develop recommended policy guidance regarding
standardized fees and charges. DAS will work with agencies to ensure fees and charges are
appropriately levied in alignment with these guidelines.
Audits Division recommendation:
To improve responses to public records requests, state agencies should create
policies and procedures based on the guidance to be provided by the Department of
Administrative Services, and: implement a record management program or process
that fits the needs of each agency (e.g. HPRM or another system); create goals for
turnaround time that fit agencies’ processes based on past experiences with responding
to requests; create and keep a tracking mechanism, such as a log, to measure adherence
to turnaround time goals and to track documentation related to each request; and
identify frequently requested information and consider proactively making the
information available (e.g., posting more information on agency website or the Oregon
Transparency Website).
DAS' Response:
Management generally agrees with the recommendations. While these recommendations
are directed to state agencies in general, not DAS in specific, the Department will work closely
with agencies to make sure the recommendations are communicated to agencies along with DAS’
policy guidance.
DAS will work collaboratively with the Office of the State Chief Information Officer, the
Governor’s Office and the State Archivist to evaluate the feasibility of implementing a
technology solution to streamline and automate appropriate records management statewide. As
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an agency, DAS is testing HPRM in the office of the COO with the intent of expanding its use,
agency-wide, once testing is complete. DAS will create processes to evaluate effectiveness and
monitor performance and will share that information with other state agencies. Any statewide
solution will require careful planning and implementation.
Closing:
DAS management appreciates your audit team’s efforts and for the recommendations made
in the audit report. We look forward to working with the Secretary of State’s Audits Division along
with our statewide partners to improve responses to public records requests across the enterprise.
If you have any general questions about this response, please contact Zachary Gehringer, Chief
Audit Executive, at 503-378-3076.

Sincerely,

Clyde Saiki
DAS Director and Chief Operating Officer
Cc:

Barry Pack, DAS Deputy Chief Operating Officer
George Naughton, DAS Chief Financial Officer
Madilyn Zike, DAS Chief Human Resources Officer
Zachary Gehringer, DAS Chief Audit Executive

About the Secretary of State Audits Division
The Oregon Constitution provides that the Secretary of State shall be, by
virtue of her office, Auditor of Public Accounts. The Audits Division exists to
carry out this duty. The division reports to the elected Secretary of State
and is independent of other agencies within the Executive, Legislative, and
Judicial branches of Oregon government. The division audits all state
officers, agencies, boards, and commissions and oversees audits and
financial reporting for local governments.

Audit Team
William K. Garber, CGFM, MPA, Deputy Director
Sheronne Blasi, MPA, Audit Manager

Olivia M. Recheked, MPA, Senior Auditor

Caroline Zavitkovski, MPA, Senior Auditor
Laura Fosmire, MS, Staff Auditor

This report, a public record, is intended to promote the best possible
management of public resources. Copies may be obtained from:
website:

sos.oregon.gov/audits

mail:

Oregon Audits Division
255 Capitol Street NE, Suite 500
Salem, Oregon 97310

phone:

503-986-2255

The courtesies and cooperation extended by officials and employees of the
Department of Human Services, Oregon Employment Department,
Department of Environmental Quality, Oregon Liquor Control Commission,
Public Employees Retirement System, Oregon Department of Education,
Oregon Real Estate Agency, Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision
and Oregon State Board of Nursing during the course of this audit were
commendable and sincerely appreciated.

